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Drove 62% of revenue

Grew 3.6x faster than the market

Grew 75% YoY

FY13 was a big year!

Announcement of the Australian 

Region!



Engaged in 75% of deals

Grow 6.5x faster than the market

Grow by 85% YoY

FY14 will be even bigger!

Ramp up to the launch of the 

Australian Region!
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Don't know

Security

Collaboration/data…

Software license renewal

Server hardware refresh

Infrastructure…
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Source: End-user surveys conducted with medium /large Australian businesses. 

Q: “Thinking about your current and/or future cloud applications or workloads, 

what triggered your decision to consider deploying to a cloud platform?”



“For us, demand is more from the business 

rather than IT. It's from the people trying to 

do the projects. We have to win IT over as 

they see their jobs being taken away 

when it comes to cloud.” 
Nicki Page

Breeze

“…some demand is a pure business 

requirement, for others it is IT. Flexibility, cost, 

and scaling out at reduced cost. IT gets 

involved when the CIO gets the memo re. 

cloud strategy. Business drives when it 

comes to core/critical business strategy.” 
Nicki Bowers

Kloud Solutions

“…Many projects we work with 

wouldn't stand up if it was 

built on-premises due to 

added cost.”
Kevin Francis

Object Consulting

“If you stand in IT, it's all about 

reducing costs, maintaining and 

increasing service. On the business 

side it is about agility, innovation 

and market differentiation.”
John Mustac

Systemology



Managed/processed through our environment (MS online Services)



How will we grow in FY14?



Create new ways for partners to make 
money with Windows Azure

Promote StorSimple and Infrastructure 
Scenarios

Expand Windows Azure footprint with the 
Australian Region



Australian Region





Using Windows Azure 

for Storage
Using Windows Azure 

for application 

development and testing

Moving existing 

applications to Windows Azure

Deploying new packaged 

applications on Windows Azure

Potential revenue vs. difficulty of sale

Revenue 

Potential

Typical Difficulty of Sale



Your Datacenter

Develop, test, run your apps



Develop, test, run your apps



why sell 

these 

projects?

Easy entry point

Build trust

Require billable hours

Common pain point



Unhappy devs

Lowering costs of IT

Speed of innovation

how do 

you spot 

them?



Store, backup, recover your data

Cloud

Storage

Opportunity



Simple and fast on-ramp to Azure

Active data instantly available locally

Archives less used data to Windows Azure

Recover data from any internet connection

Reduce enterprise storage TCO by 60-80%



why sell 

these 

projects?

Easy entry point

Build trust

Discrete workload

Common pain point



how do 

you spot 

them?

Storage sprawl

Disaster recovery

Reduce storage cost







why sell 

these 

projects?
Require management

Reduce total cost

Require billable hours 



how do 

you spot 

them?

Lower costs of IT

Business demand

Minimize HW

CapEx vs OpEx



Challenges Benefits



Store, backup, recover your data

Cloud

Storage

Opportunity



Simple and fast on-ramp to Azure

Active data instantly available locally

Archives less used data to Windows Azure

Recover data from any internet connection

Reduce enterprise storage TCO by 60-80%



why sell 

these 

projects?

Easy entry point

Build trust

Discrete workload

Common pain point



how do 

you spot 

them?

Storage sprawl

Disaster recovery

Reduce storage cost



Christian Longstaff

Microsoft Partner Network 
Cloud Integration 













aka.ms/azureau

aka.ms/azureau


Call to Action

Visit the Microsoft Showcase to learn about the resources from 
Microsoft to help your grow your business


